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GLOSSARY
Glossary words are highlighted with bold type in the text.

adaptation

binocular vision 

den

drift pile

echolocation

humidity (humid)

maternity colony

nocturnal

omnivore

predator

retina

slough

venom

Correlation to Learning Standards

plant adaptations.
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What are creatures of the night?
They are living things that are nocturnal, or active at night. You will learn about several of them in this booklet.

Why be nocturnal?
Nocturnal organisms take advantage of habitat used by other species during the day. In this way, the habitat
is being used by something all through the day and night. Some of them, like the great horned owl, little

nocturnal. Being active at night when the temperature is cooler helps to keep some nocturnal organisms,
such as the cottonmouth, from overheating on very hot days. The flathead catfish is an example of an aquatic
species that breathes through gills. It rests during the day and is active at night when there is more oxygen
in the cooler water. For species like salamanders, the environment at night is more humid than in the daylight
hours. They must keep their skin moist because they breathe through it. Some plants bloom at night, and

What helps them to survive at night?
Nocturnal organisms have many adaptations for being active and surviving at night. A few of them are
described here. 

Echolocation:
All of the bats that live in Illinois
have a special hearing system for
locating food and navigating in
the dark. The process is called
echolocation. In echolocation,

squeaks that bounce off objects
and return to the bat as echoes.
Humans cannot usually hear these
sounds although we can hear some
other sounds that bats make. Bats’
large, sensitive ears help to collect
the returning sound waves.
Echolocation              allows bats 
to recognize                   the size, 
shape and                        texture
of an object                           and 
determine                           if it is 
moving.                              It is only
used on                              objects 
that are                              a short
distance                        away from 
a bat.  With this system, bats may 
fly accurately in total darkness.  

Large eyes:
Most owls are nocturnal pred-
ators. They have very large eyes
compared with the eyes of other

                  are nearly the 

          same size as human
eyes. Their large eyes are placed 
in the front of the head, which
gives them a wide field of vision
and binocular vision . Owls
cannot see in total darkness but
are capable of vision in very dim
light. The retina of the eye has
structures that are very sensitive
to light but not to color. The pupil

dently, an advantage when hunting
in areas of varied light and shadow. 
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Excellent hearing:
An excellent sense of hearing is

ators and prey. The ability to hear
high frequency sounds is especially
      important. 

   Silent flight:
Owls make almost no sound when
flying. Silent flight helps them to
catch their prey by surprise. Owl
wings are very large for their body
size, and their feathers are specially
constructed to reduce noise. Owl
flight and feather structure are
studied by aircraft designers
to help them develop 
airplanes
that fly quieter.



The little brown bat Myotis lucifugus

  

maternity colony
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The little brown bat uses

this process to help it find prey.

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
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The great horned owl uses its sense of
________ to help it find prey in dim light.

__  __  __  __  __  __  __



The white-footed mouse Peromyscus leucopus

Bubo virginianus
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The flathead catfish Pylodictis olivaris drift
pile predator
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The flathead catfish is active at
night when the water is cooling

and can hold more ________.

  

__  __  __  __  __  __
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__ __ __ __
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The white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus  prefers wooded areas to live in but does
move into other areas to feed, especially agricultural fields. Active mainly at night, at dusk and
at sunrise when they may be hard to see, deer are sometimes killed by collisions with vehicles. 

   

about more and in the spring when pregnant does move more slowly than usual.
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The Virginia opossum Didelphis virginiana lives in both rural and urban areas in Illinois.
It is an omnivore, an animal that will eat plant materials, animal materials and scavenged items,
including pet food and garbage.

  
This mammal will try to escape when threatened. If escape is not possible, it may “play ’possum” 
by pretending to be dead. It is really in shock, but it recovers quickly.
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The Virginia opossum may be found
in _____ and rural areas of Illinois.

__ __ __ __ __
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The southern flying squirrel feeds
on hickory nuts and _______,

among many other items.

__  __  __  __  __  __
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The southern flying squirrel Glaucomys volans

den
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The spotted salamander Ambystoma maculatum

humidity Procyon lotor nocturnal
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The spotted salamander finds _______ 
to eat under logs and rocks in the forest.

__  __  __  __  __  __
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The cottonmouth injects
its ______ with venom.

__  __  __  __
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The cottonmouth Agkistrodon piscivorus
sloughs

venom



The evening-primrose Oenothera biennis
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__  __  __  __



On the Right Track
Nocturnal animals are active when it is hard for us to see them. We may only know that they’ve been in an area
by the signs that they leave. When conditions are right, an animal may leave tracks. On this page you will see the

A.  white-tailed deer
     There are two separate parts to
     this track, although sometimes
     they appear together and make

B.  southern flying squirrel
     As this squirrel hops on the ground,
     the tracks of all four feet are often

     placed in a line, with the larger rear

     feet on the outside.

C.  white-footed mouse
     The tiny tracks of this mammal are
     most often seen in snow or mud. The
     larger hind feet tracks are placed slightly
     in front of the smaller front feet tracks. 

D.  Virginia opossum
     The front and hind feet tracks of the opossum
     are usually next to each other.  The distinctive
     hind foot has its big toe turned inward or even
     slanted toward the tail. The three middle toes
     are close together and point forward, while the
     outer toe points away from the body.

E.  raccoon
     Raccoon tracks are in pairs, with
     the track of the hind foot from one
     side of the body next to the track of
     the front foot of the other side of the
     body. The five toes on each large track
     point forward.

22  Tracks not shown actual size.



__  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __
              

Hint:

__  __   C   __  __  __   N   __  __

What Do You Know?

         

            

      den                        

         drift pile                   
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nocturnal

 what do you know?
1 - D
2 - A
3 - G
4 - B

5 - M
6 - I
7 - J
8 - F
9 - C

10 - K
11 - E
12 - H
13 - L

ON the right track
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